In this paper we consider exact tests of a multiple logistic regression, where the levels of covariates are equally spaced, via Markov beses. In usual application of multiple logistic regression, the sample size is positive for each combination of levels of the covariates. In this case we do not need a whole Markov basis, which guarantees connectivity of all fibers. We first give an explicit Markov basis for multiple Poisson regression. By the Lawrence lifting of this basis, in the case of bivariate logistic regression, we show a simple subset of the Markov basis which connects all fibers with a positive sample size for each combination of levels of covariates.
Introduction
In most applications of the logistic regression model, for each combination of covariates, the number of successes and the number of failures are observed. The number of trials (i.e. the sum of numbers of successes and failures) for each combination of covariates is usually fixed by a sampling scheme and positive. We call this marginal the response variable marginal. Therefore we are usually interested in the connectivity of fibers with positive response variable marginals rather than all the fibers. First, in this paper, we show an explicit form of a Markov basis for multiple Poisson regression. Then, extending the result of Chen et al. [2005] , we show an explicit form of a subset of Markov basis, which guarantees the connectivity of every fiber with positive response variable marginals for bivariate logistic regression. We conjecture that a similar subset of Markov basis connects fibers with positive response variable marginals for a general multiple logistic regression. However, it seems difficult to prove this conjecture.
The logistic regression can be understood as the Lawrence lifting of a Poisson regression. Let A denote a configuration defining a toric ideal and let Λ(A) denote its Lawrence lifting. Let I A and I Λ(A) denote the respective toric ideals. It is known [Sturmfels, 1996, Theorem 7 .1] that the unique minimal Markov basis of I Λ(A) coincides with the Graver basis of I A . Therefore the whole Graver basis of I A is needed to guarantee the connectivity of all fibers of Λ(A). However many of the elements of the Graver basis of I A seem to be needed to cope with the case of zero response variable marginal frequencies. In Section 4, for the case of bivariate logistic regression, we prove that a smaller Markov basis for the Poisson regression extended to the logistic regression guarantees the connectivity of fibers with positive response variable marginals. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize results on Markov basis of univariate Poisson regression and results on the connectivity for fibers with positive response variable marginals of univariate logistic regression. In Section 3 we prove a theorem on Markov bases of Segre product of configurations and apply it to multiple Poisson regression. In Section 4 we prove the connectivity of fibers with positive response variable marginals in the case of bivariate logistic regression. Some numerical examples are given in Section 5. We conclude this paper with some discussions in Section 6. Some detailed proofs are in Appendix.
Univariate Poisson and logistic regressions
In this section we summarize results on Markov basis of univariate Poisson regression and the connectivity results for fibers with positive response variable marginals of univariate logistic regression. We provide exact statements and detailed proofs of these results, because they are not explicitly given in literature and similar arguments will be repeatedly applied to prove our main theorem in Section 4.
Consider univariate Poisson regression ] with the set of levels {1, . . . , J} of a covariate. The mean µ j of independent Poisson random variables X j , j = 1, . . . , J, is modeled as log µ j = α + βj, j = 1, . . . , J.
which is a contradiction. Therefore there exists some j 4 > j 2 , such that x j 4 > y j 4 . Define j 3 := j 1 + j 4 − j 2 . Then e j 1 + e j 4 − e j 2 − e j 3 can be subtracted from x and the L 1 distance to y becomes smaller. This proves that B forms a Markov basis. Now consider a fiber F 2,c with sample size n = 2 and a particular value of c = k k=1 kx k . This fiber is written as
and B consists of all the differences of two elements of these fibers. Since B forms a Markov basis, every minimal Markov basis needs to connect only these fibers. This proves that B is the minimum-fiber Markov basis
We now consider univariate logistic regression [Chen et al., 2005] . Let {1, . . . , J} be the set levels of a covariate and let X 1j and X 2j , j = 1, . . . , J, be the numbers of successes and failures, respectively. The probability for success p j is modeled as
The configuration for this model is the Lawrence lifting Λ(A) of A in (1):
where E J denotes the J × J identity matrix.
In general Markov bases of Λ(A) become very complicated. In usual applications of the logistic regression model, however, X +j := X 1j +X 2j is fixed by a sampling scheme and positive. Chen et al. [2005] showed that a simple subset of Markov bases of Λ(A) guarantees the connectivity of all fibers satisfying (X +1 , . . . , X +J ) > 0, where the inequality "> 0" means that every element is positive.
Let e j be redefined by a 2 × J integer array with 1 in the (1, j)-cell and −1 in the (2, j)-cell. Then we can show that the set of moves in (2) connects all fibers with (X +1 , . . . , X +J ) > 0. More strongly, the set of moves is norm-reducing for any two tables x, y in any fiber with positive marginals, i.e. we can make the L 1 distance between x and y smaller by a move from the set.
Proposition 2. The set of moves
is norm-reducing for all fibers with (X +1 , . . . , X +J ) > 0 for the univariate logistic regression model.
To prove this proposition, we present a simple lemma. Lemma 1. Let z = {z ij } be any move for the univariate logistic regression. Then there exist j 1 < j 2 and j 3 < j 4 satisfying the following conditions.
(d) z 1j = 0 for j 1 < j < j 2 and j 3 < j < j 4 .
Proof. (a), (b) and (c) are obvious from the constraint (3) and z 1+ = 0. We can assume without loss of generality that there exist j 1 < j 2 such that z 1j 1 > 0, z 1j 2 < 0, z 1j ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j < j 2 and z 1j = 0 for j 1 < j < j 2 . Since there exist j 2 ≤ j 3 < j 4 satisfying (a), (b) and (c), we can choose j 3 and j 4 to satisfy (d).
We now give a proof of Proposition 2.
Proof of Propsition 2. We employ the distance reducing argument of . Let x and y be two tables in the same fiber. Then z := x − y is a move. We can assume without loss of generality that there exist j 1 < j 2 ≤ j 3 < j 4 which satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1 and j 2 − j 1 ≤ j 4 − j 3 . Define j 5 as j 5 := j 4 − (j 2 − j 1 ). Then by applying a move z ′ := −e j 1 + e j 2 + e j 5 − e j 4 , we can reduce the L 1 distance between x and y, because at least one of the following operations can be performed to x or y:
where 0+ denote that the cell frequency is nonnegative. Chen et al. [2005] introduced a subset of B which still connects all fibers with X +j > 0, ∀j. Chen et al. [2005] did not give a proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Chen et al. [2005] ). The set of moves
connects every fiber satisfying (X +1 , . . . , X +J ) > 0 for the univariate logistic regression model.
Proof. It suffices to show that any move in z ∈ B Λ(A) of Proposition 2 can be replaced by a series of moves in B 0 . To prove this it suffices to show that the L 1 norm of any move z ∈ B Λ(A) , i.e., the L 1 distance between the positive part x = z + and the negative part
, is reduced by moves in B 0 . Denote z := e j 1 − e j 2 − e j 3 + e j 4 . We can assume without loss of generality that j 1 < j 2 ≤ j 3 < j 4 . We prove it by the induction on δ := j 2 − j 1 = j 4 − j 3 ≥ 2.
When (x 1,j 1 +1 , x 1,j 4 −1 ) > 0 or (x 2,j 1 +1 , x 2,j 4 −1 ) > 0, we can apply z ′ := −e j 1 + e j 1 +1 + e j 4 −1 − e j 4 to z and z + z ′ := e j 1 +1 − e j 2 − e j 3 + e j 4 −1 as seen from the picture below, where z ij = 0 * denotes that x ij = y ij > 0.
From the inductive assumption, we can reduce the L 1 norm of z + z ′ by moves in B 0 . When (x 1,j 1 +1 , x 2,j 3 +1 ) > 0 or (x 2,j 1 +1 , x 1,j 3 +1 ) > 0, we can apply z ′ := −e j 1 + e j 1 +1 + e j 3 − e j 3 +1 to z and z + z ′ := e j 1 +1 − e j 2 − e j 3 +1 + e j 4
as seen from the picture below.
From the inductive assumption, we can reduce the L 1 norm of z + z ′ by moves in B 0 . In the case that (x 1,j 2 −1 , x 2,i 4 −1 ) > 0 or (x 2,j 2 −1 , x 1,i 4 −1 ) > 0, the proof is similar.
Suppose that
We note that this implies that
Then there exists j 3 < j 5 < j 4 such that
as in the following picture.
By applying z ′ := −e j 1 + e j 1 +1 + e j 5 − e j 5 +1 and z ′′ := −e j 5 + e j 5 +1 + e j 4 −1 − e j 4 to z in this order, we obtain
From the inductive assumption, we can reduce the L 1 norm of z + z ′ by moves in B 0 . In the case that x 1,j 1 +1 = x 2,j 2 −1 = x 1,j 3 +1 = x 2,j 4 −1 = 0, the proof is similar.
Markov bases for models of Segre product type
In the previous section we considered univariate Poisson regression and logistic regression. We now consider generalizing the results to multiple regression. In this section we show an explicit form of Markov basis for multiple Poisson regression. Therefore an extension of Proposition 1 to multiple regression is straightforward. In contrast, as we see in the next section, it is difficult to generalize the results of univariate logistic regression to multiple logistic regression.
Multiple Poisson regression is a Segre product of univariate Poisson regressions. Quadratic Gröbner bases of Segre products is already discussed in Aoki et al. [2008] . However Theorem 2 below is about Markov bases (rather than Gröbner bases) and it is applicable even if the component configurations do not possess quadratic Gröbner bases.
Consider two configurations A = (a 1 , . . . , a J ) and B = (b 1 , . . . , b K ), where a j and b k are column vectors. We assume the homogeneity, i.e., there exist weight vectors w, v such that w, a j = 1, ∀j, v, b k = 1, ∀k. The configuration A ⊗ B of the Segre product of A and B is defined as
If both A and B are configurations of the form (1) 
Let X = (X jk ) j=1,...,J,k=1,...,K denote a table of observed frequencies. The sufficient statistic for the Segre product A ⊗ B is given by
Given Markov bases B A and B B for A and B, respectively, our goal is to construct a Markov basis for the Segre product A ⊗ B. Denote the elements of
be the degree of z A . Now z A is uniquely written as
where
Let e jk denote a J × K table with 1 at the cell (j, k) and 0 everywhere else. Now choose arbitrary 1 ≤ k 1 , . . . , k deg z A ≤ K and define
We call z
In addition to these moves we also consider the basic moves z(j 1 , j 2 ; k 1 , k 2 ) = e j 1 k 1 + e j 2 k 2 − e j 1 k 2 − e j 2 k 1 of the form
. We now have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The set of basic moves and the set of moves of the form z
A (k 1 , . . . , k deg z A ), 1 ≤ k 1 , . . . , k deg z A ≤ K, z A ∈ B A , z B (j 1 , . . . , j deg z B ), 1 ≤ j 1 , . . . , j deg z B ≤ J, z B ∈ B B ,
form a Markov basis for the Segre product A ⊗ B.
A proof of this theorem is given in Appendix. In Theorem 2 we have considered Segre product of two configurations. By a recursive argument, a Markov basis for the Segre product of arbitrary number of configurations A 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ A m is given as follows. Let B A j be a Markov basis for the configuration A j , j = 1, . . . , m. Write [J] = {1, . . . , J} and let
where e j,k is an m-way table with 1 at the cell (j, k) and 0 everywhere else. Then we have the following corollary to Theorem 2. 
Connectivity of fibers of positive marginals in bivariate logistic regression
In this section we consider the extension of the results in univariate logistic regression model to bivariate logistic regression model. Let {1, . . . , J} and {1, . . . , K} be the sets levels of two covariates. Let X 1jk and X 2jk , j = 1, . . . , J, k = 1, . . . , K, be the numbers of successes and failures, respectively, for level (j, k). The probability for success p 1jk is modeled as
The sufficient statistics for this model is X 1++ ,
and let A be defined as in (4). Then the configuration for the bivariate logistic regression model is the Lawrence lifting of Segre product Λ(A ⊗ B). Here we consider a set of moves which connects every fiber satisfying X +jk > 0, ∀j, k.
Definition 1. Let e jk = (e ijk ) be redefined as an integer array with 1 at the cell (1jk), −1 at the cell (2jk) and 0 everywhere else. Define B Λ(A⊗B) as the set of moves z = (z ijk ) satisfying the following conditions,
is an extension of B Λ(A) in Proposition 2 to the bivariate model (8). We note that the (i = 1)-slice of a moves (z 1jk ) in B Λ(A⊗B) is a move of the Markov basis defined in Theorem 2. Now we present the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 3. B Λ(A⊗B) connects every fiber satisfying X +jk > 0, ∀j, k.
A proof of this theorem is given in Appendix. We give some examples of moves in B Λ(A⊗B) .
(
5 Numerical examples 5.1 Data on coronary heart disease incidence Table 1 refers to coronary heart disease incidence in Framingham, Massachusetts [Cornfield, 1962 , Agresti, 1990 . A sample of male residents, aged 40 through 50, were classified on Cornfield [1962] blood pressure and serum cholesterol concentration. 2/53 in the (1,1) cell means that there are 53 cases, of whom 2 exhibited heart disease. We examine the goodness-of-fit of the model (8) with J = 7 and K = 8. We first test the null hypotheses H α : α = 0 and H β : β = 0 versus (8) using the likelihood ratio statistics L α and L β . Then we have L α = 18.09 and L β = 22.56 and the asymptotic p-values are 2.107×10 −5 and 2.037×10 −6 , respectively, from the asymptotic distribution χ 2 1 . We computed the exact distribution of L α and L β via Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) with the sets of moves B Γ(A) and B 0 discussed in Section 2. See the last paragraph of Section 6 on sampling under H α and H β . In all experiments in this paper, we sampled 100,000 tables after 50,000 burn-in steps. −6 for all cases. Therefore both H α and H β are rejected. We can see from the figures that there are little differences between two histograms computed with B Γ(A) and B 0 .
Next we set (8) as a null hypothesis and test it versus the following ANOVA type logit model,
where J j=1 α j = 0 and
The value of L 0 is 13.07587 and the asymptotic p-value is 0.2884 from the asymptotic distribution χ 2 11 . We computed the exact distribution of L 0 via MCMC with B Γ(A⊗B) defined in Definition 1. As an extension of B 0 in Theorem 1 to the bivariate model (8), we define B 2 0 by the set of moves z = e j 1 k 1 − e j 2 k 2 − e j 3 k 3 + e j 4 k 4 satisfying (j 1 , k 1 ) − (j 2 , k 2 ) = (j 3 , k 3 ) − (j 4 , k 4 ) is either of (±1, 0), (0, ±1), (±1, ±1) or (±1, ∓1). We also computed the exact distribution of L 0 with B is also expected to connect every fiber with positive response variable marginals. However the theoretical proof of it is not clear at the present and is left to our future research. The second example is from Table 4 .16 in Christensen [1997] (data source is from Breslow and Day [1980] ). Table 2 refers to the occurrence of esophageal cancer in Frenchmen which were classified on ages and dummy variable on alcohol consumption. We test the goodness-of-fit of the model (8) with J = 6 and K = 2 by likelihood ratio statistics L 0 via MCMC. Then the value of L 0 is 20.89 and the asymptotic p-value is 0.0003330 from the asymptotic distribution χ 
Data on occurrence of esophageal cancer

Concluding remarks
In Theorem 3 we showed the connectivity result for bivariate logistic regression. A natural extension of Theorem 3 to m covariates is given as follows. Let j = (j 1 , . . . , j m ) denote the combination of m levels and let e j denote an array with 1 at the cell (1, j) and −1 at the cell (2, j). Define B Λ(A 1 ⊗···⊗Am) as the set of the following moves z:
Then we conjecture the following. The separation lemma and some steps of the proof of Theorem 3 can be easily generalized to multiple logistic regression. However many steps of our proof, especially those for Cases 3 and 5, are restricted to the two-dimensional case.
As discussed in Section 5 it seems that we can further restrict to the set of moves z = e j 1 − e j 2 − e j 3 + e j 4 , where the elements of j 1 − j 2 = j 3 − j 4 are ±1 or 0. Hence a stronger conjecture (even for the case of m = 2) is given as follows. In this paper we considered logistic regression, which is the Lawrence lifting of Poisson regression. Our Theorem 2 describes Markov bases for a general Segre product of configurations. Therefore it is interesting, in practice, to investigate connectivity result for Lawrence lifting of a general Segre product of configurations.
In the bivariate logistic regression, it is interesting to test the null hypothesis that the coefficient of one of the covariates is zero. Generating random samples under the null hypothesis is simple because it reduces to univariate logistic regression as follows. In (8) consider the null hypothesis H 0 : β = 0. Given observed data (x ijk ), we can generate random sample from the null conditional distribution by MCMC procedure for the marginals (x 1j+ ), j = 1, . . . , J. Then for each j, we can sample x 1jk , k = 1, . . . , K, by the random sampling without replacement.
Appendix
A Proof of Theorem 2
Let x and y be two tables in the same fiber. Write z = x − y. First consider the case that x and y already have the same marginals:
Then, as is well known for two-way complete independence model, we can use the basic moves to move from X to Y . Note that (7) is always satisfied in these steps.
Next consider the case that the row sums are already the same z j+ = 0, j = 1, . . . , J, but the column sums are not yet the same. For the moment, ignoring joint frequencies, just look at the column sums of x and y:
We can use the moves of B B to move from the marginal frequency (x +1 , . . . , x +K ) to the marginal frequency (y +1 , . . . , y +K ). However, of course we have to worry about the joint frequencies and the row sums. Here the idea is that we can "distribute" moves of B B to the cells of the J × K table, in such a way that we never disturb the row sums. This way, we can make column sums equal, while always keeping the row sums equal. Consider a situation that a move z B of B B can be added to (x +1 , . . . , x +K ). Then we have
This shows that in each column k with c k = z B,− k > 0, there are at least c k positive frequencies of x, i.e., there exists indices j 1,k , . . . , j c k ,k such that
Here "≥ 0" means that every component of the left-hand side is non-negative. Collect the indices j 1,k , . . . , j c k ,k for all k with z
can be added to x. Note that z B is added to the marginal frequencies (x +1 , . . . , x +K ), but the move does not change the row sums of x. This argument implies that the set of moves z B (j 1 , . . . , j deg z B ) are sufficient for connecting two tables with the same row sums. Lastly we consider the case that neither the row sums nor the column sums are the same for x and y. We can employ a "greedy algorithm", in which we first look at the row sums only and try to make the row sums equal, because the column sums can be adjusted later by the above argument. Now in the above argument, with the roles of the rows and the columns interchanged, we can ignore the fact that the column sums are not yet equal. We can use the same procedure as above. Therefore, by applying a move of the form z A (k 1 , . . . , k deg z A ) we do not change the column sums of x and y. Then we can make the row sums of x and y equal, while not changing the column sums of x and y.
B A separation lemma
Here we prove a lemma, which is needed for our proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 2. Let I = [J] × [K] and let S
+ and S − be disjoint subsets of I satisfying the following properties:
There are no distinct four points
Then there exists a line with rational slope separating S + and S − , i.e. there exist integers a, b, c, ((a, b) = (0, 0)), such that
Proof. The lemma obviously holds if S + or S − is empty. Therefore we only need to consider case that S + and S − are non-empty. Define j l = min{j | ∃(j, k) ∈ S − } and for j ∈ {j l , j l + 1, . . . , J} define f (j) = min{k | (j, k) ∈ S − }. Let f * be the largest convex minorant [Moriguti, 1953] of f (j), j ∈ {j l , j l + 1, . . . , J}, i.e. f * (·) is the maximum among convex functions not exceeding f (j) for each j ∈ {j l , j l + 1, . . . , J}. Then f * consists of finite number of line segments. Let j 1 < j 4 be endpoints of a line segment and let L * j 1 ,j 4 denote the line segment. Then (
Therefore every point strictly below L * j 1 ,j 4 belongs to S + . Consider the rectangular region of integer points
If there exists a point (j 2 , k 2 ) ∈ S + ∩ R j 1 ,j 4 strictly above the line segment L
and condition 3 of the lemma is violated. This shows that no point of R j 1 ,j 4 strictly above L + j 1 ,j 4 belongs to S − . Also the points above R j 1 ,j 4 belong to S + by the monotonicity condition (2). Therefore L
is a separating line for the interval {j 1 , . . . , j 4 }. Now we similarly construct the smallest concave majorant f * (j) for S − . Then by a hyperplane separation theorem for two convex sets, there exists a line with rational slope between f * (j) and f * (j). This prove the lemma.
C Proof of Theorem 3
Let x := {x ijk } and y := {y ijk } be two 2 × J × K tables in the same fiber satisfying x +jk = y +jk > 0. Then z := {z ijk } = x − y is a move for Λ(A ⊗ B). Let z 1 denote the (i = 1)-slice of z. As mentioned in Section 4, z satisfies z +jk = 0, z i++ = 0, ∀i, j, k, and
Note that z i++ = 0 implies
Similarly
This implies that when we consider a sign pattern of a move, we can arbitrarily choose directions for two factors j and k.
Let I
+ and I − be the multisets of indices defined by
where the multiplicity of (j, k) in I + and I − is |z 1jk |. Suppose that (j 1 , k 1 ) ∈ I + , (j 2 , k 2 ) ∈ I − and j 1 < j 2 . Then we note that there exist j 3 < j 4 , k 3 and k 4 satisfying
from (11). If k 1 < k 2 and k 3 > k 4 , there exists k 5 < k 6 , j 5 and j 6 satisfying
Write y(j 1 , j 2 ; k 1 , k 2 ) = e j 1 k 1 −e j 2 k 2 . When a move z includes y(i 1 , i 2 ; j 1 , j 2 ), we denote it by y(i 1 , i 2 ; j 1 , j 2 ) ⊂ z.
Case 1. We first consider the case where there exist j 0 , j 1 , j 2 , k 0 , k 1 and k 2 such that
Without loss of generality we assume j 1 < j 2 and
We only need to consider the case that the condition 3 of Lemma 2 is satisfied. Also, if S + or S − is not monotone in the sense of conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 2, we can reduce the L 1 distance between x and y. This can be seen as follows. If S + or S − is not monotone, then we can find a pattern in Figure 5 (or a vertical pattern of this). Without loss of generality let j 2 − j 1 ≤ j 4 − j 3 and define j 5 := j 4 − (j 2 − j 1 ). For simplicity assume j 2 < j 3 or k 0 = k 3 . Then by applying z 1 := −e j 1 k 0 + e j 2 k 0 − e j 5 k 1 + e j 4 k 1 to z, we can reduce the L 1 distance between x and y by at least four. The case of and j 2 = j 3 needs a special consideration, but the monotonicity holds with respect to the horizontal separating line through (k 0 , j 2 ). Therefore it suffices to consider the case that S + and S − are monotone in the sense of conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 2. Then
implies that non-zero elements z 1jk = 0 only exist on the line {(j, k) | aj + bk + c}. Then the problem reduces to the univariate logistic regression.
Case 2. Next we consider the case that only one of the patterns of (14) or (15) exists.
Without loss of generality, we assume that (15) holds and from Lemma 1 we assume that there exist j 1 < j 2 ≤ j 3 < j 4 such that
In this case either a pattern of signs in Figure 5 or a pattern in Figure 6 has to exist in z 1 . Case 2-2. The case of Figure 6 . In the case of Figure 6 , we distinguish two subcases depending on j 2 − j 1 ≤ j 4 − j 3 or j 2 − j 1 > j 4 − j 3 .
Case 2-2-1. j 2 − j 1 ≤ j 3 − j 4 . Let j 5 := j 3 + (j 2 − j 1 ). By applying
to z, we reduce the L 1 distance by four.
Case 2-2-2. j 2 − j 1 > j 4 − j 3 . In this case we prove the theorem by induction on j 4 − j 3 . When j 4 − j 3 = 0, the problem is reduced to Case 1. Therefore we assume that j 4 − j 3 > 0.
Case 2-2-2-1.
In this case we can apply z 2b := −e j 1 k 1 + e j 1 +1,k 1 + e j 4 −1,k 4 − e j 4 ,k 4 to z and then
Hence z 1 is can be reduced by moves of B Λ(A⊗B) from the inductive assumption.
In the case where (x 1,j 2 −1,k 2 , x 1,j 3 +1,k 3 ) > 0 or (x 2,j 2 −1,k 2 , x 2,j 3 +1,k 3 ) > 0, the proof is similar.
In this case we can apply z 2c := −e j 1 k 1 + e j 1 +1,k 1 + e j 3 k 3 − e j 3 +1,k 3 to z and then
Therefore z 1 can be reduced by moves of B Λ(A⊗B) from the inductive assumption.
In the case where (
In this case we have
Then there exists j 1 < j 5 < j 2 such that (x 2j 5 k 1 , x 1j 5 +1,k 1 ) > 0. Hence we can apply z 1 2d := −e j 1 k 1 + e j 1 ,k 1 +1 + e j 5 k 1 − e j 5 +1,k 1 and z 2 2d := −e j 5 k 1 + e j 5 +1,k 1 + e j 4 −1,k 4 − e j 4 k 4 to z in this order and then we have
Hence theorem holds from the inductive assumption.
In the case where (x 2,j 1 +1,k 1 , x 1,j 2 −1,k 2 , x 2,j 3 +1,k 3 , x 1,j 4 −1,k 4 ) > 0, the proof is similar.
Case 3. We now consider the case that there exist no j 0 , k 1 , k 2 satisfying (14) and there exist no k 0 , j 1 , j 2 satisfying (15). From Lemma 1, either of the patterns of signs as in Figure 7 and Figure 8 has to exist in z 1 . Here we consider the case that patterns in Figure 7 exist. The case of Figure 8 will be treated as Case 5 below. We make various subcases depending on the sizes of two rectangles in Figure 7 .
Figure 7: Case 3
Figure 8: Case 5
Case 3-1.
In this case the left rectangle contains the right rectangle in Figure 7 . Define (j 5 , k 5 ) by
Then z 3a := −e j 1 k 1 + e j 5 k 5 + e j 3 k 3 − e j 4 k 4 reduces the L 1 distance by four.
In the case where j 2 − j 1 ≤ j 4 − j 3 and k 2 − k 1 ≤ k 4 − k 3 , the proof is similar.
Case 3-2. When there is no inclusion relation between two rectangles of Figure 7 , it suffices to consider the case of j 2 − j 1 > j 4 − j 3 and k 2 − k 1 < k 4 − k 3 . We prove the theorem by induction on l := (k 2 − k 1 ) + (j 4 − j 3 ). If l = 0, the theorem holds from Case 1.
In this case we can apply z 3b := −e j 1 k 1 + e j 1 ,k 1 +1 + e j 4 ,k 4 −1 + e j 4 k 4 and then we have
From the inductive assumption the theorem holds in this case.
Also in the following cases, the proof is similar.
• (x 2j 1 ,k 1 +1 , x 2j 4 ,k 4 −1 ) > 0 ;
In this case we can apply
and then we have
Also in the following cases, the proof is in the similar way.
• (x 2,j 1 ,k 1 +1 , x 1,j 3 ,k 3 +1 ) > 0 ;
where i * := 3 − i.
Case 3-2-3.
From the result of Case 3-2-1 and Case 3-2-2, it suffices to consider the case where
We note that (16) implies (x 1j 1 ,k 1 +1 , x 2j 2 ,k 2 −1 , x 1j 3 ,k 3 +1 , x 2j 4 ,k 4 −1 ) > 0.
Therefore there exist j 1 < j 5 < j 2 and k 1 < k 5 < k 2 satisfying either
or x 1j 5 k 5 > 0 x 2,j 5 +1,k 5 > 0.
Case 3-2-3-1. x 1j 5 k 5 > 0 and x 2j 5 ,k 5 +1 > 0 (17). In this case we can apply Hence from the inductive assumption the L 1 distance can be reduced by moves in B Λ(A⊗B) .
Case 3-2-3-2. x 1j 5 k 5 > 0 and x 2,j 5 +1,k 5 > 0 (18).
In this case we further consider subcases depending on the value of x 1,j 1 +1,k .
Case 3-2-3-2-1. x 1,j 1 +1,k 1 > 0. From the result of Case 3-2-1 and and Case 3-2-2, it suffices to consider the case where x 2,j 1 +1,k 1 = x 1,j 4 −1,k 4 = x 2,j 3 +1,k 3 = x 1,j 2 −1,k 2 = 0.
We note that (19) implies that (x 1,j 1 +1,k 1 , x 2,j 4 −1,k 4 , x 1,j 3 +1,k 3 , x 2,j 2 −1,k 2 ) > 0.
Since (18) is satisfied, we can apply Hence from the inductive assumption, L 1 distance can be reduced by moves in B Λ(A⊗B) .
If any of x 2,j 2 −1,k 2 , x 1,j 3 +1,k 3 , x 2,j 4 −1,k 4 is positive, the same argument can be applied.
Case 3-2-3-2-2. (Case 4) x 1,j 1 +1,k 1 = x 2,j 2 −1,k 2 = x 1,j 3 +1,k 3 = x 2,j 4 −1,k 4 = 0.
For readability, we relabel this case as Case 4. In this case (x 2,j 1 +1,k 1 , x 1,j 2 −1,k 2 , x 2,j 3 +1,k 3 , x 1,j 4 −1,k 4 ) > 0.
Then there exists j 1 < j 6 < j 2 and k 1 < k 6 < k 2 satisfying either x 2j 6 k 6 > 0, x 1,j 6 +1,k 6 > 0 (20) or x 2j 6 k 6 > 0, x 1,j 6 ,k 6 +1 > 0. Similarly we can prove the theorem in the case where there exists (j, k) ∈ A 2 such that z 1jk > 0. Now we suppose that z 1jk ≥ 0 for (j, k) ∈ A 1 and z 1jk ≤ 0 for (j, k) ∈ A 1 . Since there does not exist the pattern in Figure 7 , there exist k 4 < k 7 < k 3 such that z 1jk ≥ 0 for k ≤ k 7 and z 1jk ≤ 0 for k > k 7 . This contradicts the condition K k=1 kz 1jk = 0 and hence z is not a move.
Case 5-2. k 2 < k 4 By using the same argument, we only need to consider the case that z 1 contains patterns in Figure 10 (i). Then both S + and S − is monotone in the sense of conditions 1 and 2 of Lemma 2. Therefore if z is a move, we can reduce L 1 norm of z from Lemma 2 in the similar way to Case 5-1.
